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Series 1: Subject Files, 1964-2015
This series consists of Cohen's tenure file and interviews of him, class materials, correspondence, and publication drafts. Included is an unfinished book draft titled "Rashomon" (1993-1996, and earlier notes) that looks at how policy makers from South Asia and beyond perceived the region, and how policies between South Asian countries were shaped by regional context and history. The series also contains his notes on research and national and international meetings, notes on a trip to study the Indian army in the region of Ladakh, specifically Leh, which talks of a riot protesting the wool syndicate in the early 1970s, and his testimonies to the United States House and Senate between 1981 and 2008. The series is arranged alphabetically; Professor Cohen's tenure file and interviews are listed first to provide context.

Box 1
2. Stephen P. Cohen Interviews, 1993-2013
7. Stephen P. Cohen Drafts] “Hope is not a policy”: Wishful thinking, India and America Non-official assessments, 1935-2015 [may be taskforce draft]
8. Stephen P. Cohen – Notes – Foreign Policy Meeting and Presentation on Soviet Union, Iran, Iraq, etc. on nuclear policy, arms proliferation, etc. late 80s early 90s
10. Stephen P. Cohen - Notes] To the Roof of the World by Jeep [summary of someone’s trip to see Indian army in Ladakh]

Series 2: Notebooks, 1969-2016
This series contains Dr. Cohen's handwritten notebooks on research, national and international meetings such as foreign policy meetings, and conferences he attended. The series is arranged chronologically.

Box 1
Series 2: Notebooks, 1969-2016
Box 1
15. Stephen P. Cohen Notebooks on Research, Meetings, and Conferences, 2012-2016

This series contains Dr. Cohen's handwritten notebooks on research, national and international meetings such as foreign policy meetings, and conferences he attended. The series is arranged chronologically.

Box 1

This series contains some of Dr. Cohen's publications, including journal and newspaper articles, studies sponsored by institutions such as The Asia Society as well co-authored Taskforce group reports. The series is arranged chronologically. During initial processing, 30 of Dr. Cohen's publications (1963-1979) were misplaced and have not yet been found.

Box 2

Box 3

Processing Notes: Absent any original order, the archivist arranged the papers into 4 series. Titles provided by archivist are in brackets []. Duplicate publications and secondary materials by other authors have been weeded. During initial processing, 30 of Dr. Cohen's publications (1963-1979) were misplaced and have not been found. Initial processing by Vincent Bartholomew, spring 2021; completed by Lana Kay Tutterow (summer 2022) under the supervision of Susanne Belovari.
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